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ABSTRACT
Data ware house mostly concentrates on transactional processing and operational systems. Data mining tools helps in
automating day to day operations of organizations where data is locked up with in the each transactional system for
inaccessible of the required data sample. In accessing these situations, sometimes data mining tools may be disconnected to
the data ware house. The data is locked up with in the each transaction processing system and could not be used effectively
for organization wide information retrieval and decision support functions. To avoid these problems a new algorithm was
discovered whereby the organizations extract the data samples from their informational assets through the use of spatial
stores called Data ware houses. The algorithm which is described in this paper is a subject oriented, integrated, time variant
and non-volatile. It is created by both the internal systems and external sources of data.
Keywords: Biased Samples, hits, Randomization, Data assets, Customization, Streams

1. INTRODUCTION
The term Nepotism constitutes the favorite data
samples for the retrieval operations. It mainly deals with
gathering of data from multiple transaction processing
systems and the external sources which ensure the data
quality, organizing the data for information processing and
providing information retrieval and analyzing through online analytical processing (OLAP), reporting, web based
and data mining tools. Data ware house was quickly
evolved in a popular business application area. The
builders of data ware house consider the system to be the
key components for the informational retrieval. Many
examples can be cited of highly successful data ware
house developed and deployed for different business
types. The data retrieval is major task for the organizations
to analyze and track business dimensions.

2. OPTIMISTIC NEPOTISM SAMPLES
The computational elements that constitute the
most optimistic Data retrieval models are called as
Optimistic Nepotism Samples (ONS). These are often
referred as nodes, units, or processing elements. The
processing elements in ONS are one-to-one relationship
with actual samples. A single processing element (PE) as a
representative of the collectively activity of a group of
samples. This model is similar to the brain models, and
also it will make the problem more traceable when we are
attempting to model the behavior of some sort of
complexes data retrieval. The processing elements is
shown in the figure1

Figure 1: The Processing Method

The structure represents the single PE in the form
a data samples. The input connections are modeled as
arrows from the user or organization. Every input is
associated with a quantity wij weight. The single out-put
value which is the retrieval from the ware house and can
be fan out for other PEs. Each PE is numbered with i th,
the PE has many inputs but has only one output, which can
be transferred to many PEs in the Distributed Databases
Network. The input the i th receives from the j th PE as
indicated by xi. This value is the output of the j th node as
output generated by the i th node is labeled as xi. Each
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connection with the i th PE is associated with a weight or
strength. The weights of the retrieval form one node to
another node are denoted wij. Each PE determines a net
input values based on the inputs samples and in the
absence of Special sample, typically calculate the net input
by summing the input values by multiplying with their
corresponding weights. The input of the i th unit can be
written as
NETi = ∑ Wij X j
j
where the index j, runs over all the samples to be
retrieved by the PE. This sum of the products plays an
important role in the retrieval process of the data samples
because there is often a very large number of
interconnection exists in the data ware house. The speed at
which the calculation can be performed usually determines
the performance of any given Ware house. Once the net
input is calculated it is converted to an activation value or
simply activation for the PE. The activation is described
by the value as
ai(t)=S i(ai(m-1),NETi(t))
which denotes the activation is an explicit
function of the NET inputs. Generally the current
activation depends on the previous inputs of the activation
a(m-1)2. Once the PE value is calculated the output value
is determined by applying the function
Xi = Fi(ai) where ai = NETi
And the function is normally written as
Xi = Fi(NETi)

3.1 ONS production algorithm
This algorithm describes to enter to the hidden
data and retrieval from the hidden data as an output. The
hidden data is Hidden_Data and the retrieval data is
Retrieval_Data.

3.1.1 Procedure for Hidden_Data
(NET: ONS FIRST, SECOND, THIRD: INTEGERS)
Var Units: float [];
//pointer to output units
Invec : float[]
//pointer to input units
Connects : float[]
//pointer to array for iterations
I,j : integer
Begin
Units = NET.Hidden_Data.OUTS
// locate the output array
For i=1 to length (units)
Do
Units[i] = 0;
Invec = NET.INPUTS.OUTS;
// for all hidden data and to locate the //array
Connects = NET.Hidden_Data.WEIGHTS[i];
//locating the inputs
For j=1 to length do
Units[i] = units[i] + connects[j] * Invec[j];
End do;
Rank (FIRST, SECOND, THIRD)
End do
Compete (NET.Hidden_Data.OUTS, FIRST, SECOND,
THIRD)
End procedure;

3. DATA RETRIEVAL BY ONS
3.1.2 Procedure for Processing Elements
The ONS has been initialized so that the internal
data structures have been allocated and contains the valid
information. The user has to set the outputs from the input
samples to a normalized vector to be propagated through
the set of samples.. Once the PE generates the output, the
user application reads the output vector from the
appropriate arrays and uses the output accordingly. The
ONS starts from the hidden samples since the input
samples are assumed as normalized and available in the
ware house. The retrieval begins by calculating the total
input samples by each unit on the hidden layer. The units
are N > 1 with the largest aggregate input is declared as
the hit, the required data is found and the output from that
unit is set to 1. The outputs from all the losing units are set
to 0.Once the processing on the hidden layer is completed
the rate of the output data is calculated by the performance
of another sum of products at each node.

Procedure Compete
(UNITS: float [] , FIRST, SECOND, THIRD: INTEGER)
//generates output for the UNITS by //using compete
function
Var outputs : float []; //output array
Sum : float;
Hit , Area, show :float; //store output
I : integer
Begin
Outputs = UNITS;
Sum = Outputs (FIRST);
Hit = Outputs (FIRST);
If (SECOND!= 0 )
Then
Sum = Sum + Outputs (SECOND);
Area = Outputs (SECOND);
If(THIRD !=0)
110
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Then
Sum = Sum + Outputs (THIRD);
Show = Outputs(THIRD);
End if;
End if;
For i= 1 to length (units) // for all hidden //data
Do
Outputs[i] =0;
End do;
Outputs [FIRST] = Hit / sum;
If (SECOND!= 0 )
Then
Outputs [SECOND] = place / sum;
If (THIRD! =0)
Then
Outputs [THIRD] = show / sum;
End if;
End if;
End procedure;

‘n’ can be generated. The Reservoir should be maintained
by a set of ‘n’ candidates in the reservoir, which are the
true random samples of the elements seen so far in the
streams. As the data stream flows every new element has
certain probability of replacing an old element in the
reservoir. The probability is n/N. It maintains the invariant
that the set of ‘n’ candidates in the reservoir forms random
samples of the elements so far. The ONS operates in the
form of random sampling and sketching, is often deal with
the massive and high dimensional data samples. The ONS
algorithm is generally used for randomization which leads
to a simpler and more efficient algorithm in comparison to
known deterministic algorithms. The ONS returns the
right answer.

3.1.3 Procedure for Retrieval_Data

For any positive real number s. This inequality
can be used to bind the variance of the random data. In
much case the multiple random data sample are used to
boost the confidence in our results. The graph can be
shown the availability of the random data sample to
retrieved by the ONS algorithm is shown in the chart 1

(NET: CPN;: FIRST, SECOND, THIRD: INTEGER)
//generates the output
Var units: float [];
Hidvec : float [];
Connects : float [];
I : integer;
Begin
Units = NET.OUTPUTS.OUTS;//starts //the output array
Hidvec = NET.HIDDENS.OUTS;//start //of hidden array
For i=1 to length (Units) // for all output //units
Do
Connects = NET.OUTPUTS.WEIGHT[i];
Units[i] = Hidvec[FIRST] * connects[FIRST];
If (SECOND !=0) //if there second hit
Then
Units[i] = units[i] + hidvec[SECOND]* connects
[SECOND];
If (THIRD!=0)//if there is second hit
Then
Units[i] =Units[i]+ hidvec[THIRD] * connects[THIRD];
End if;
End if;
End do;
End procedure;

4. IMPLEMENTAION OF ONS
Instead of dealing with the entire Data Ware
house, we can think of sampling the steams at periodical
levels by using the ONS technique. To obtain the unbiased
samples we must know the length of the data stream in
advance. If the length is not available we have to modify
the approach by using the Reservoir Samples. This is also
a part of the ONS technique and is used to select the
unbiased data samples of ‘n’ number of elements without
replacements. It is to maintain a sample of size at least ‘n’
called the “Reservoir’. From which the random sample of

Let Y be a random data to be retrieved with a mean value
of µ and the standard derivation is σ2. The ONS says that
P(|Y- µ| > s ) <= σ2/s2.

Chart 1

In the chart the randomized data retrieval
increased by the function of ONS. The red color indicates
the data retrieval rate of percentage which at the most of
99% and the green, blue indicates the massive presence of
the data in the data ware house.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The ONS (Optimistic Nepotism Samples) is
proposed to the wide range of information retrieval in the
form of data samples as they apply for data ware housing.
The proposed work integrates to nay business purpose and
enterprise architecture of data ware house solutions. The
algorithm constitutes the security measures by the
randomized samples, in addition to being a critical factor
and a challenging factor. The independence of the
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algorithm is preserved to a very wide variety of customer
and business solutions are possible. In the ONS structure
there may be chance of time delay at reservoir level so the
work needs to be done to decrease the time delay for to
match the information delivery to the user as early as
possible.
Many of the Top level managements generally
may prefer web based and report based information
display. While data ware housing currently provides data
based and derived information. In future the author has to
improve the ONS in a efficient retrieval of data samples in
the web based and report generated information. The time
delay may be the constraint for the algorithm which
should be improved. The out sourcing data ware housing
is the major problem which requires to have the ability to
monitor the data quality of the ware house by the
outsourcer as well as the client.
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